Technical Communication

Real-World Experience

Internships
Get assistance finding an internship, and write about your experience for class credit. (TC 321)

Design Lab
TC majors have access to all new Macs, with the full Adobe CS6 suite, including Photoshop, InDesign, and Premiere.

Client Projects
Work on real world projects in your classes, like company website design, lab manuals, user guides, and more.

Conferences
STC Summit: Present your posters about your senior thesis to people in the field.
CCCC Convention: Volunteer and network at this international conference.

Why TC at NMT?

Web Design
Design eye catching websites with dynamic usability and implement that design in Dreamweaver. (TC 351)

International Professional Communication
Create effective and efficient information for different demographics around the world. (TC 316)

Persuasive Communication
Learn persuasive tools to better promote yourself in the business world. (TC 411)

Classes
(Click for catalogue)

Science Writing
Analyze current scientific articles and write articles for an official publication. (TC 305)

Advanced Visual Communication
Construct effective, ethical, and aesthetically pleasing graphics to convey vital information. (TC 361)

Contact the Program Director, Dr. Kramer-Simpson, at: ekramer@nmt.edu